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PIRANDELLO, PROUST, AND EL CHINO ,
BY CARLOS FELIPE

El chino , by the Cuban Carlos Felipe is, in my view, one of
remarkable examples, although perhaps not the best,7 of Piran
fluence on the Latin American theater. Practically all of the th

devices of Sei personaggi . . . are present in the Cuban drama, which
other hand, makes a use of the play-within-the-play technique radic

ferent from that of Pirandello's. Actually, it would be accurate t
only Pirandello's «virtuosity» shows in the overall construction o

(One must not overlook the fact, though, that scenic virtuosity is an

part of Six Characters in Search of an Author - something ess
make the idea of the play sensible to the audience.)
In effect, what Felipe has done is to adopt the frame of Pir
play for his own artistic needs and objectives. In Felipe's dram
middle-aged cocotte- whose whimsical personality, bordering on
would mystify Hedda Gabler herself - organizes a performance

in the living room of her elegant home. The actors will play themse
they will be merely reenacting a «slice» of their own preterit life. T

will be to actually, or in flesh and blood, give shape to a «flash
Palma's stream of existence. The leading actress will be Palma;
characters will help recreate the circumstances in which Palma's
came to be, and, thus, through the reinforcement of concrete d

convey the particular «mood» of the situation - key to the channelin

own «emotional memory.» «El fin es despertar la memoria por l
cia» says Robert, the director hired by Palma to put on the «sho
one of these true «personajes» will not be able to participate in
playlet, El violinista, who had committed suicide during the cou
«real life» action now being «staged.» This forces Palma to assign
of El violinista to an «outsider.» In the absence of an apt amateur
part goes to a professional, Santizo, whose temperamental tantr
new «theatrical» touch - I will dwell on this aspect further on

already grotesque world which it is a question of bringing forth: in
main setting of the play-within is a cheap hotel in the section of th

Havana, a place presided over by the caricaturai El chino, its ma

residence.

The final product is original despite the obvious similarities with Six
43
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Characters . . which ext
Pace's and El chino's dis
points to the fateful rep
ending

cycle of suffering
the means through whic
live that singular mome
As with Proust, Palma
case, that brief period wh
ing that past which inv
with the sailor José, Pa
hope. At the beginning

«protector»:

«Aquella

n

vuelto a sentirla . . . Es
derecho a ser feliz: me s
tanto odias . . .» (p. 19)
rewarding

as

it

that night of
Prousťs ideal,

is

spiritua

her yout
Palma is n

tion - a way to make the
she resorts to the «machi
tion falls short of this ty of her past (the living

«performance» that she and her friends stage becomes, thus, both
psychodrama and magic; it is basically a ritual aimed at effecting an influence on events (or persons, i.e., José, whose «apparition,» like that of
Pirandello's Madame Pace, seems like an emanation of the recreated
scenery, action, words).
We witness in that manner the tragic failure of Palma, for we know
from the beginning that her enterprise is doomed; she, like all human beings, will be unable to experience emotions long disappeared, whose only
possibility of existence resides in the store of memory. This is underlined in

the play by the recurrent contrast between how Palma believes things to
have been and how they probably were. In the first act one apparently
minor detail forcefully reveals the conflict of enhanced perception against
raw fact in reference to the color of the shirt worn by El chino on the night
of Palma's remembrance:

Robert (A Palma) - Mira, ésta es la camisa.
Palma - Es exactamente el tono que quería.
Sergio - El chino ha dicho que jamás se ha puesto camisas de ese color.

Palma - Te he dicho que no importa: yo lo vi asi.
Sergio - A fin de cuentas, va a tratarse de lo que tú viste, y no de lo
que vio el chino. Yo opino . . .
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Robert - Se le ha explicado, Sergi
forma de las prendas que usa
producimos en las personas q
roja la camisa, el rojo es el c
. . . (p. 23)

(El chino, by the way, will prote
blusa! Esto no es mi blusa! Capit
Such Pirandellian (in the end,
deeper, ironie dimension to the o
Palma's relationship with José.
melodramatic overtones. It is not
its

language,

be

distinguished

by

p

verbosity. (True that Felipe's pla
rhetorical excess, which Matías M

shly perhaps - cursilería, but the s
theless, perfectly well the essence
tent, aware of this irony is eviden

of Palma as a neurotic dreamer w
the absence of a refined educati
operas. («En Palma se ha produci
atención,» says Sergio at one point
hand, look inadequate for a typ
José, as already indicated, is a fi
separate living entity, an ambiguit
most interesting features of the
ironic distance not only by having the actor Santizo - a paradigm of
theatrical affectation - play the character of El violinista, but also by having him exchange humorous remarks with Robert about the overacting
needed to interpret the part:
Robert (A Santizo)- Tu momento ha llegado, Santizo . . . Mucha
naturalidad. Nada de énfasis, nada de teatro.
Santizo - Sé lo que tengo que hacer sin que tengas que indicármelo.
¿Cuándo he sido enfático yo?
Robert -Siempre.
Santizo - No esperarás que haga el violinista con sobriedad. Este es un
personaje de melodrama y exige el gesto amplio, el acento
destacado. Grita. Llora. ¡Se ve uno en cada compromiso!
Robert - Es cierto. Quise cambiar esa parte, pero Palma se opuso.
Ponle la mayor mesura que puedas. Sálvalo del ridiculo.
(P. 67).

Felipe appears to imply, in sum, that the kernel of El chino is Palma's
«invention»- hers are the idea, the setting, the situation, and the dialogue.
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icon

of

el

chi

la charada] is clear, for E
vion as Renata la Silencio
madness. (Felipe character
que se manifesta en algun
Renata «en cierto modo es el alter-ego del chino» fp 377.) Taken as a
whole, the play becomes a comment on failure, on the defeat of dream and
illusion versus imperfect everyday reality, and the «stories» of El violinista
and Renata - the former kills himself, the latter becomes insane out of love

disappointments - serve to underline this theme. Behind Palma's contrivance lies Felipe's artful manipulation - his theatrical (in the best sense)
embodiment of this age-old truth - to achieve a kind of uniqueness. The
weaknesses that one could point out in the text are definitely overcome by
its success as a totality.
El chino is certainly rich in levels of significance. Matías Montes
Huidobro, for example, has interpreted the play from the perspective of the

«collective unconscious.» He reads it, without excluding other possibilities,
as the reflection of a deep national identity conflict. Palma's individual
disturbance is seen, in this view, as an emblem of what Huidobro terms the
«schizophrenia» of Cuban society.
Felipe's play has undeservedly remained in relative obscurity for over
three decades. It has never been produced, to my knowledge, since its onenight performance in 1947, after having been awarded first prize in the
Drama Contest sponsored by Havana's Teatro Adad that year. Other plays
with a comparable sense of theatricality- namely, Electra Garrigó by
Virgilio Piñera, and La noche de los asesinos by José Triana - won over the
imagination of Cuban stage directors for the many years that have followed. I feel partly responsible for this omission, since it was once in my
power to do something about it. This note is intended as a sort of «revival»
of El chino , as well as a homage to a true man of the theater.

Julio Matas

University of Pittsburgh

NOTES

' It has been an almost impossible task in the Latin American theater to match Xav
Villaurrutia's accomplishments in the Pirandellina mode.
2 Carlos Felipe, Teatro (Universidad Central de las Villas, 1959, p. 39). All quotations

the play are taken from this edition. From this point on I will simply note the page num
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